
Chhattisgarh’s master predictor Dr Jawahar
Surisetti gets it bang on this elections

TED Talk by Dr Jawahar Surisetti

Ted Speaker and Master Strategist Dr
Jawahar Surisetti predicts what happened
today in Chhattisgarh Elections last year
novemebwe

RAIPUR , CHHATTISGARH , INDIA,
December 18, 2018 /
EINPresswire.com/ -- While the whole
country, all pollsters , channels and
newspapers were predicting a BJP
victory in Chhattisgarh, master
strategist Dr Jawahar Surisetti stuck his
neck out and posted on Facebook Page
on 1st November 2017 that the future
in Chhattisgarh was Congress. It raised
alarms and he was trolled by the
audience and political class and not
even the Congress took it seriously.
As the battle in the Hindi heartland
heated up , pollsters stepped in and
despites predictions that Rajasthan and MP were going the Congress way , Chhattisgarh was the
favourite to retain power the fourth time . The Government obviously was happy with the
predictions of the media . Come September  and #DainikBhaskar carries a series of election

A clear mind and the
courage of conviction must
for political predictions”

Dr Jawahar Surisetti

related analysis and invited Dr Jawahar to write a column
called Vote Bank Se Aage and again every article of the
series by the Master Strategist carried a rationalisation of
his one year old prediction where he pointed a critical
analysis of six points as to why he thought the groundswell
favoured the Congress. He decimated the detractors in
what is today called a marvel of analytics in political circles
much ahead of the election season so much so that had

BJP taken it seriously it could have saved a few blushes in Chhattisgarh. 
He had predicted how the religious and caste card wouldn’t work , he had predicted that the
Congress manifesto and candidate choice was better and more effective on the ground, he also
was critical of the fact that youth representation was missing from the BJP candidate selection
and the same old faces were repeated and so on . Again as the elections neared , his analysis
was trashed and was considered to be just a piece of attention seeking exercise. But he
religiously stuck to it vociferously. He also went on to get both the other states right. He
predicted a comfortable Congress win in Rajasthan and a tight fight in MP.
Come results day and he was invited on the most popular news channel of Chhattisgarh and MP
#IBC24 and at 11 am he again made the same analysis and by evening he was touted  as one of
the best analysts and those who did not pay heed to what he said were gung hi about what he
said . 
Dr Jawahar Surisetti explained that if the eyes and ears are close to the ground we could reach
closest to the facts. The problem is taht if we are a political party we have our own biases and
justification for everything and hence many a times we tend to create a vision conducive to our
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bias . In the case of media , he said that
are sometimes biased either due to
political affiliations or commercial
reasons hence the lack of neutrality
effects our predictions. Lack of fear of
political repercussions while predicting
and a clear mind will lead to better
analytical in future says Dr Jawahar
Surisetti, who has had the last laugh.
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